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We open up on a secret government facility, where Dr. James Turner watches over a 12-year-old girl, Claire, who is currently angry and distressed. As the staff tries to calm her down, we learn that she has a deadly super-strength. Claire makes easy work of those trying to sedate her, and escapes into the woods outside of the facility – experiencing her first taste of freedom.

Claire begins a life on the run, finding refuge where she can. Meanwhile, the government has become tyrannical in their search for Claire, who we learn has a secretive, experimental origin as a human hybrid, creating using the T-32 serum. Claire hides out at a friendly couple's home, but the government soon violently raids their community and Claire finds herself on the run once again.

We cut to a ripped man named Alvin, waking up after a one-night stand. Unfortunately for him, the husband of the woman in question comes home and things get violent.

Later that night, Alvin meets Claire – now starving and scared – outside of a bar. He gives her food and comforts her. However, the sweet moment is cut short when Alvin is confronted by the husband and his friends. Soon after the fight begins, Claire kills the men, defending her newfound friend Alvin. Claire and Alvin drive away to escape the scene.

Dr. James begins working alongside government agents to capture Claire and end her killing spree. She fights for a plan to capture her alive, while the government agents are
Set on simply taking her out. Meanwhile, the public opinion of Claire gets more and more negative. Claire and Alvin’s friendship is made stronger as they spend more time together. Alvin takes Claire to get new clothes at a nearby mall, but Claire and the customers do not get along, causing the police to be called to the scene. The police see Claire, still covered in blood, and try to take her in. However, Claire once again gets violent and escapes the situation with Alvin. With a trail to go off of, the agents track Alvin and Claire to a hotel. The agents do their best to try and capture Claire and Alvin, but Claire easily overpowers them once more. However, as the violence continues to escalate, Alvin begins to worry about Claire’s ability to contain her violent urges. Meanwhile, furious at the death of more government agents, the agents decide to go rogue in their attempts to take out Claire. Feeling desperate, Alvin takes Claire to stay at his ex-girlfriend’s house. Danielle takes them in, but is upset by seeing Alvin after their bad breakup. Danielle, her sister Jenny, and more family begin to get acquainted with Claire. Jenny goes out, and is stopped at a roadblock. As the agents question her, they learn of Claire’s location. Jenny is able to get back to the house to warn everyone, but the agents are right behind her. A conflict breaks out, and the family barely escapes, thanks to help from Jacob – a former agent who’s decided to help Claire. However, Claire is
Captured.
Dr. James prepares to work alongside the agents to Stabilize Claire. The agents are eager to kill Claire, but Dr. James buys time to figure out another solution, and Simply injects her with a serum that knocks her out Instead.
Meanwhile, Jacob, Danielle, Jenny, and Alvin prep to storm The facility and rescue Claire. Danielle and Jenny drive Alvin and Jacob to the facility, where they enter dressed In security guard outfits. Jacob goes off to plant Explosives, and Alvin works his way into blending in while Searching for Claire.
Danielle becomes frustrated back in the car, feeling that She could be helping. She puts on a uniform and makes her Way into the facility. Jenny stays back with a radio to Assist from the outside.
Alvin finally finds Claire, and is confronted by Dr. James. After they have a moment to talk, Alvin realizes Dr. James Also wants to save Claire. Everyone works together to take Out the facility and the remaining rogue agents.
Dr. James, and Jacob are killed in the fight for freedom, But it allows everyone else to escape. Jacob sets off Explosives, bringing the facility to the ground, allowing Claire to finally lead a free life.
Before we fade to black, we cut back to the destroyed Facility. A mysterious agent meets a medical officer at the Wreckage of the Amen facility. She takes a bottle from him Containing the T-32 serum – leaving the future of its use
Uncertain.